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AN IMBEDDING THEOREM FOR
SEPARABLE ALGEBRAS

TAKASI- NAGAHARA

Abstract. Let S/R be a ring extension, where S is a com-

mutative ring. If S/R is strongly separable then it can be imbedded

in a weakly Galois extension of R in the sense of [7, Definition 3.1].

Throughout this paper, all rings will be assumed commutative. More-

over, R will mean a ring with identity element 1, and all ring extensions

of R will be assumed with identity element coinciding with the identity

element of R. A ring extension S/R is called strongly separable if S is a

separable /?-algebra which is projective as an Ä-module (and so, S is a

finitely generated /?-module by [6, Villamayor's theorem]). Moreover,

a ring S will be called connected if S has no proper idempotents. In [1],

Auslander and Goldman proved that if S/R is a ring extension which is

strongly separable and 5 is a free /{-module then S/R is imbedded in a

Galois extension of R. Moreover, in [4], Janusz proved that if S/R is a

ring extension which is strongly separable and 5 is connected then S/R

is imbedded in a Galois extension N of R such that N is connected.

Now, in [7], Villamayor and Zelinsky gave the notion of weakly Galois

extensions. A ring extension N/R is weakly Galois if and only if there

exists a finite number of orthogonal idempotents eu • • • , et in R such

that 2i=i^i=l and the extensions NeJRe{ are Galois ([7, 3.15]). In

[51, Magid proved that some types of rings have separable closures, and

strongly separable extensions of the rings are determined by the Galois

groupoids of the closures.

In this note, we shall prove the following theorem by using the results

of [7].

Theorem. Every ring extension S/R which is strongly separable can

be imbedded in a weakly Galois extension of R.

To prove the theorem we need several lemmas. Now, let R be a con-

nected ring, and S/R a ring extension which is strongly separable. Then
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we have a direct decomposition into connected rings :

(i) s = sx © • • • e sm.

Then each 5¿ is a projective separable A-algebra. By the result of [4, §1],

there exists a Galois extension of R :

(2) R[Ti,x,       , Tx¡ni, • • ■ , TmX,       , Tm¡„m]

such that it is connected, each Tui is a /?-algebra which is isomorphic to

Sj, and «¿—rank^S) in the sense of [2, Définition 2.5.2]. This Galois

extension is unique up to isomorphism, and it is isomorphic to a unique

Z?-subalgebra of the separable closure of R in the sense of [4, Definition 3].

Hence this will be denoted by C(S\R).

First, we shall prove the following

Lemma 1. Let R be a connected ring, and SjR a ring extension which

is strongly separable. Then C(S/R) ®R S is a Galois extension of R.

Proof.    As is easily seen, we have an Ä-algebra isomorphism

C(S¡R) ®RSç^ C(S/R) © • • • © C(S/R).

Then, by making use of the same methods as in the proof of [7, 3.15],

we see that C(SjR) <g>R S is a Galois extension of R.

Now, we denote by ®s S the tensor product of s copies of S over R.

Next, we shall prove the following

Lemma 2. Let R be a connected ring, SjR a ring extension which is

strongly separable, and S an R-module generated by n elements. Then,

for any integer s=n2, <g)s S contains an idempotent f such that (®s S)f is

an R-algebra isomorphic to C(S/R).

Proof.   We consider a decomposition of S as in the preceding (1):

o = ijj © ' * ■ © Sm.

Let F be the set of pairs (i,j) such that i=l, ■ • • , m;if /<mtheny=l, • • • ,

n, and if i=m then/=l, • • • , t=s— (m — \)n. Since t=n, the preceding

(2) may be rewritten as

C(S/R) = R[TX,X, • • • , Tu, ■■-, TmJ       ((i,j) e F)

where 5'í^7'íií (as /?-algebras) for every (i,j) e F. We set Si:l=S, (i,j) e F.

Then, we have /?-algebra epimorphisms

f   •<?    —*■ T

and

/ = ® fi.fi. ®SS=® Su -> C(SIR).
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Hence, by [4, Lemma 1.6], there exists an idempotent/in (g)s 5 such that

((g)8 S)f^C(S/R) (as R-algebras). This completes the proof.

As in [7, 2.1], let B(R) be the Boolean ring consisting of all idempotents

of R, and let Spec B(R) be the Boolean spectrum of R which is the Stone

space consisting of all prime ideals of B(R), where the family of the subsets

Ue = {y e Spec B(R); e ey} (e eB(R)) forms a base of the open subsets

of B(R). For any x e Spec B(R), we denote by Rx the ring of residue

classes of R modulo the ideal 2«e* Be. Then Rx is a connected ring ([7,

2.13]). Moreover, for any Ä-module M, we denote by Mx the tensor

product Rx (gijj M, and for any element ae M, we denote by ax the image of

a under the canonical homomorphism M—*MX. Finally, we shall prove the

following lemma which contains the assertion of our theorem.

Lemma 3. Let S/R be a ring extension which is strongly separable,

and S an R-module generated by n elements. Then for any integer s=n2,

<S>" S contains an idempotent f such that ((g>s S)fCg>R S is a weakly Galois

extension offöR andföS is an R-algebra isomorphic to S.

Proof. Let x e Spec B(R). Then Sx is a ring extension of Rx which

is strongly separable, and is an /?x-module generated by n elements.

Let s be an integer =n2. Clearly (®s S)x^ 0'S, (the tensor product

over Rx). Hence by Lemma 2, 0s Sx contains an idempotent gx such that

(®8 Sx)gx^C(Sx/Rx) (as /^-algebras). We set T=(<g>s S) ®ñ S. Then

Tx = (®s Sx) ®fix Sx = (& Sx)gx ®SX®(®° SX)(IX - gx) ® Sx.

Since Sx is a projective /^-module, we have ((g>" Sx)gxtg>Sx^(<g)3 Sx)gx

®BxSx. Hence by Lemma 1, (<g>* Sx)gxtg>Sxis a Galois extension ofRx(gx<8>lx)

with a Galois group Gx, and so, by [3, Theorem 1.3], there exist elements

au ■ ■ • , ak; bu"- ,bk in (®s S)g®S such that

k

2 aixax(bix) = ài_afgx ® 1J   for all ax e Gx,

where ¿1,1=1, and if \^£ax, <5i-<7i=0. As is easily seen, Gx is extended to

a group of Äj.-algebra automorphisms of Tx. Hence by [7, 2.14], Gx can

be lifted to a set of /î-algebra automorphisms of T, which will be denoted

by G. Then, by using the results of [2, Théorème 2.5.1] and [7, 2.9],

we can choose a neighborhood Ue(={y e Spec B(R); e ey}) of x such

that for all y e Ue,

g2v = gy,       rankfl/( ®s Sy)gy O Sy) = rankBi(( ®s Sx)gx ® Sx),

k

2 aiyo(bAv = öxJgy ® Iy)   for all a e G,
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and the restriction of G to ((g)* Sy)gy®Sy is a group which is isomorphic

to Gx under the correspondence: the restriction of a to (®8 Sy)gy®Sy-+the

restriction of a to (®" Sx)gx®Sx, where a eG. Now, we set u=\— e.

Then

(guf = gu,       rankBli((®s S)gu ® Sti) = rankBx((®s SJg. 8 SJ,

2 aiUo(biU) = ôXa(gu ® u)   for all ct e G,

and the restriction of C7 to (<g)s S)gu®Su is a group of /îw-algebra auto-

morphisms, whose order coincides with that of Gx and with

rankJJu(((g)5 S)gu®Su). Hence (<g>* S)gu®Su is a Galois extension of

Rgu®u. Since (<g>8 S^m^Sm^í®8 S)g« ®RuSu, and gu is Äw-free,

gu®Su is an /îw-algebra isomorphic to Su. By .the compactness of

Spec B(R), there exist pairwise orthogonal idempotents ux, ■ • • , ut in R

and elements gx, • • • , gt in ®s S such that 2<=i "i = 1 > f°r each /', (^i«i)2 =

¿■¿«i, ((g>s S)giUi<S>SUi is a Galois extension of Rgiu&Ui, andg^giSw,- is an

/?wralgebra isomorphic to 5m¿. We setf=~2ti=xgiui. Then

<
2 (®s S)g¿Mí ® SMi = (®* S)f ® S ä (®s S)/ ®B s,
1=1

which is a weakly Galois extension of Rf®l=f®R, and /<g> S is an

Ä-algebra isomorphic to S. This completes the proof.
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